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Overview 

► Background: usable and technical accessibility 

► Methods for testing accessibility 

► Methods and procedure in our study 

► Results 

► Conclusion and future work 
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Background: usable accessibility and 
technical accessibility 

► A universally designed solution needs to be 
compatible with assistive technology (AT) and  
usable by as wide a range of people as possible. 

► Technical accessibility refers to whether a solution 
is compatible with AT and follows guidelines for 
accessibility (WCAG). 

► Usable accessibility is how usable a solution is for 
all people, including people with impairments. 

► Fuzzy line between the these two categories 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Compatibility with AT is an important, but often neglected point. While the ultimate goal of universal design is to eliminate the need for assistive devices, it is also recognized that this may not be possible, currently. The importance of compatibility with assistive devices is acknowledged by the United Nation, through their definition of universal design. 



Methods for testing accessibility 

► Simulation kit 

► Testing using automatic or semi-automatic tools   

► Expert testing with guidelines/ heuristics 

► Testing with diverse users 

► Most methods address both technical and 
usable accessibility, but emphasis differ 

► Methods cover different types of impairments 
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We were going to evaluate an e-ID solution 

An authentication 
process using a 
software certificate 
or an ID card with 
a card reader.  

Java client and a 
web front-end. 
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Testing task scenarios 

no description 

1 Login with a invalid digital certificate  

2 Login with a valid digital certificate  

3 Login with invalid smart card  

4 Login with valid smart card, but incorrect PIN 

5 Login with valid smart card and correct PIN 
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Methods in our study 

Method Type of impairments 
Gloves and glasses 
(Simulation kit) 

‒ Reduced dexterity  
‒ Reduced vision 

VATLab  
(testing tool / guidelines) 

‒ Blindness  
‒ Light sensitivity  

Persona testing  
(expert testing) 

‒ Dyslexia 
‒ Age related impairments 

Manual WCAG eval. 
(conformance check) 

‒ Multiple impairments 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The tests used five different scenarios (Table 3). Participants were unaware they were given invalid certificates, invalid smart cards, or invalid PIN codes. The scenarios were executed in ascending order to avoid biasing the participants as they gradually progressed further in the login process. A short pilot was conducted before the scenarios started to verify the scenario, setup, and orderingEight participants, ranging from beginner to expert knowledge, conducted eight evaluations. Each evaluation was done by at least two people, and the results were aggregated. All the evaluations were done on the same machine with the same setup to ensure an equal test environment. Each evaluation also had a coordinator that wrote down the issues reported by the tester, and the coordinator also made notes when difficulties that were not verbally expressed were observed. Two coordinators were used through the evaluations.



Cambridge simulation gloves and 
glasses 

-8- http://www.inclusivedesigntoolkit.com/betterdesign2
/inclusivetools/inclusivedesigntools.html 8 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can use several glasses art once to simulate different degrees of visual impairments. Gloves to simulate dexterity reduction since there is a card reader involved. We discussed other impairment such as: Hearing loss using earplugs, poor feelings in fingers using latex gloves, a broken hand using a sling, and several vision problems using available tools



Persona testing: focus on cognitive 
issues 
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Professor Friedhelm Krüger  Jose Salazar  

Dyslexia Age related 
impairments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For each persona, an expert acted as the persona while performing the predefined scenarios. To make it more realistic, the senior citizen persona testing was conducted with 2 layers of Cambridge glasses.



VATLab – Virtual Assistive Technology 
Lab – Screen reader testing 
Screen readers 

► SuperNova 

► NVDA  

Web browsers 

► Internet Explorer  

► Chrome 

► Firefox  

► Opera  

 

Screen reader testing  
guideline / heuristics 

Online: (in Norwegian) chapt. 9:  
http://www.iktforalle.no/virtuell-
hjelpemiddellab/veileder.html 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A checklist for evaluating web pages for screen readers was developed as a part of the VATLab project [39], and we used this checklist as a part of the evaluation.Stei Erik Skotkjerra: Developing a Tool for Testing Compatibility of Websites with ATs�http://scholarworks.csun.edu/bitstream/handle/10211.3/151188/JTPD-2015-p077.pdf?sequence=1



The VATLab 
start screen  
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Manual WCAG 2.0 evaluation 

-12- 
http://www.michaelgaigg.com/blog/tag/wcag-20/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is no complete automatic tool for WCAG-testing [40]. We evaluated checkpoints manually, but used browser plugins to check certain items like color contrast



Testing procedure 

► The 5 test scenarios were tested in same order 
each time 

► Each test scenario was performed using the 4 
methods.  

► 2 testers for each method 

► testers had varying degree of accessibility 
knowledge (from novice to experienced)  

► One note-taker for each test  
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Results (1): overview 

► 425 issues were reported  

► 213 distinct issues  
(even though we only tested a small bit of 
functionality) 

► each method uncovered issues spread evenly 
between the different impairments.  
(less so for the reduced dexterity simulation) 
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Results (2): number of issues found 

Method No of 
issues 

% 
of total 

Critical 
% 

Confusing
% 

Simulation 
kit 58 27 24 33 

VATLab 62 29 76  16 

Persona 
testing 61 29 46  75 

WCAG 32 15 22  22 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A critical issue is an issue that prevents someone from continuing or completing a task A confusing issue is  more usability relatedIssues can be critical and confusing, and this was often the case. An issue that was neither critical nor confusing was classified as minor.WCAG more high level - a single criterion covers multiple issues. 	For example, Criteria 4.1.2 failed because: It is not possible to use screen reader properly. 	But this problem caused 17 critical issues in the VATLab - much finer granularity when testing with screen readers. The high-level criteria covering multiple issues are why WCAG also reported fewer confusing issues.



Results (3): Unique critical and 
confusing issues  

Method Critical 
% 

Confusing 
% 

Simulation kit 12 % 24 %  

VATLab 61 % 12 %  

Persona testing 25 % 59 %  

WCAG 2 % 5 %  
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Results (4): Issue coverage 

Method Total 
coverage  

Simulation kit 42 % 

VATLab 45 %  

Persona testing 44 %  

WCAG 23 %  
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Conclusion and future work 

► No single method that works best for finding 
both critical and confusing issues 

► Include both methods that focuses on  
▪ technical accessibility and 
▪ usable accessibility 

► All methods uncovered less than 50% of issues 

► Future:  
▪ compare with user testing 
▪ improved experimental set-up 
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Thank you for your attention! 

Comments? 

Questions? 

Please contact 

Kristin Skeide Fuglerud 
Head of e-Inclusion 

Norwegian Computing Center (NR) 

E-mail: kristin.skeide.fuglerud@nr.no 
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